Carter Orthodontics Brace Bus Consent Form

I, the undersigned, _____________________________, the parent and or legal guardian of _____________________________, hereby allow, authorize and consent for my child to ride the BRACE BUS provided by Carter Orthodontics. The undersigned agrees/consents for the Carter Orthodontic employee driving the BRACE BUS to pick up my child from school for the purpose of an appointment and return to school. The undersigned agrees to sign a consent authorizing the school to release my child to Carter Orthodontics.

The undersigned releases and forever discharges Carter Orthodontics, its employees, agents, representatives, drivers, heirs and assigns from any and all claims, causes of action, suits or injuries; including all cost of litigation arising out of or in any way connected with my child riding the “BRACE BUS”.

Please Read and Initial the Following:

_____ BRACES BUS operates from September until the end of April.

_____ Carter Orthodontics and/ or the operator of the BRACE BUS shall have the exclusive right to make the decision whether my child shall be permitted to ride the BRACE BUS. Any misbehavior or misconduct could result in my child not being permitted to ride the BRACE BUS.

_____ On BRACE BUS appointment days please pack a lunch, as appointments may coincide with school lunch times.

_____ Your child’s appointment will be scheduled at a certain time, however for efficiency he/she will be picked up and returned to school between the hours of 8:00 AM- 12:00 PM.

_____ If you are aware of circumstances that may prevent us from retrieving your child from school, please call our office immediately.

_____ Some appointments patients will not be able to ride on the BRACE BUS, such as banding or debond appointments. A parent or guardian will need to be present for these appointments.

This request for transportation is valid for the school year August______ through May ______.

PATIENT’S NAME:______________________________________       DATE:________________________

PARENT/GUARDIAN PRINT NAME:_________________________________________________________

PARENT/ GUARDIAN SIGNATURE:__________________________________________________________

CURRENT PHONE #                             EMAIL ADDRESS #
__________________________________________       _______________________________________

SCHOOL NAME:________________________________________________________________________